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infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product,
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necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the
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also has an instructional purpose. and investigators must come to the NTLF and carry
out the proposed tritiation under the supervision of the facility's staff. The NTLF is also
equipped with a radiopurification laboratory
in which, by a variety of chromatographic
procedures. tritium-labeled compounds may
be brought to maximum radiopurity before
being transported to the laboratories where
the tracer investigations will be carried out.
Examples of important biomedical compounds that have been labeled (through
March 1984) are endorphins. gibberelic
acids. norepinephrine. prednisone. and
psoralens.

Collaborative research
Several research projects are carried on
in collaboration with outside investigators.
These projects all involve the use of tritium
to unravel the details of the movement of
hydrogen atoms in a variety of reactions.
including those of interest to biologists and
physical chemists.

Training
Through the above activities graduate
students, postdoctoral fellows. and research
scientists are trained in the methods of handling tritium and the applications of tritiumlabeled compounds. In all of these activities. there is emphasis on handling tritium in
the safest possible way.

Facilities Available
( 1) A glove box for excitation labeling.
Two such procedures can be done simultaneously in this box.

(2) A glove box for catalytic tritiations.
catalytic halogen displacements. tritiations
by exchange with tritiated solvents. and
other chemical tritiation procedures. Two
such reactions can be carried out simultaneously.
(3) Two gloved work-up boxes for lyophilizations, crystallizations. and other simple procedures for the initial separation of
tritiated products from unwanted side products.
(4) A radiopurification laboratory for the
rigorous purification of labeled compounds.

Techniques include high-performance liquid
chromatography and gas chromatography,
both analytical and preparative. The instruments are equipped with devices for on-line
measurement of the radioactivity of compounds emerging from the chromatographic
columns.
(5) A 220-MHz NMR spectrophotometer
equipped with a probe for determining the
spectra of tritium-labeled compounds.
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(6) Several tritium-detection instruments
for the continous monitoring of tritium levels
in the glove boxes. laboratory atmosphere.
and the NTLF's exhaust stack.

Funding, Direction,
and Further Information
The NTLF is funded by the NIH Biotechnology Resources Program of the Division of
Research Resources. The Department of
Energy also makes significant contributions
to the operation of the Facility. An outside
advisory committee provides the NTLF's
staff with continuing important direction;
committee members during 1982·83 have
been N. castagnoli. E.E. Conn. A. Fry, A.
Liebman, N.A. Matwiyoff. J.B. Neilands. and
L.D. Spicer.
Address requests for additional information to:
Dr. Richard M. Lemmon
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
Phone (415) 48&4325
(FTS 45 I ·4325)
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